
History of UUism - Second and Third Sources 

August 7 

 

Gathering 

As witches and wizards come in, collect House Points forms. 

Invite new witches and wizards to take a sorting quiz and be sorted 

by the Sorting Hat. These newcomers should also be given a 

nametag and wand. These can be decorated during the story. 

 

Chalice lighting spell: Prior Incantato 

Explain that this spell shows the last spell cast by the wand that it’s 

used on. Use these questions to guide a short discussion:  

 Why might we want to look back at past spells?  

 Is it important to know history?  

 Why or why not?  

 

Story: Chocolate Frog cards (page 85-86) 

To transition into the next activity, explain that witches and wizards 

will be creating moving Chocolate Frog trading cards. 

 

Making Chocolate Frog cards 

Today we are focusing on two Sources: Witches and wizards of long 

ago whose lives remind us to be kind, and ethical and spiritual 

wisdom of witches and wizards around the world. 

Our former House ghosts have all decided to retire this year, so 

we’ve found four new House ghosts. In order to discover a little bit 



about these new ghosts, we need to create Chocolate Frog cards and 

biographies. 

 Olympia Brown - Ravenclaw 

 Whitney Young - Gryffindor 

 Jenkin Lloyd Jones - Slytherin 

 Hosea Ballou - Hufflepuff 

Each House must pick a witch or wizard from their House to 

represent their UU figure. 

Give witches and wizards time to read their short bio and select props 

that represent their new House ghost. 

They should also create a Chocolate Frog Card biography with three 

(or more!) facts about their UU figure. 

Once each group’s representative is dressed and ready, have them 

stand in front of the Chocolate Frog backdrop while their group 

shares the UU figure’s name and some interesting facts about them. 

 

Closing 

Gather witches and wizards together. Thank them for creating 

excellent living Chocolate Frog cards. 

Ask which UU figure each witch and wizard found most interesting. If 

you are short for time or have a high-energy group, ask them to vote 

with their wands instead: “Raise your wand if you found Olympia 

Brown the most interesting UU figure to learn about today.” 

Ask witches and wizards to help you extinguish the chalice by 

pointing their wands at it and saying nox. 

 


